Proctor Library – Flagler College MLA Citation Sheet


The most important components of a citation are the primary author(s)/contributor(s), book or journal title, article title, date, secondary contributor(s), publisher, volume and issue numbers, page number(s), series/database title, and URL or DOI. Of secondary importance to the 8th Edition are publication location and access date.

If the document you are citing is missing a piece of information, skip that portion of the citation and move onto the next part.

Please see a librarian if you need any help!

Book, Single Author

... (Scott 1964, 281-282; Scott 1831, 281-282).


Book, Two Authors

... (Blair and Hill 51).


Part of an Anthology

... (Mair 72).
To quote the poem... (Dillon lines 8-9).


**Transacted Book**

The scene in Hugo’s *Les Misérables* … (532-533).


**E-Book**

… (Bourassa 5-7, 8-10).

Little and Shackel start their book by talking of their own experiences … (17-27).


**Scholarly Journal Article: Print**

… (Abecassis 26, 28).


**Magazine Article: Print**

… (Quammen 57-58).

The percentage of new companies that succeed according to Whitford … (24).


Newspaper Article: Print

... (Cravey B1).
Tis writes ... (3A).


Tis, Bob. “Hot Button Issues Make Some People See Red.” St. Augustine Record, 08 Aug. 2016, p. 3A.

Article from a Database

... (Weth et al. 420).


Class Lecture

... (Roberts).


Website

... (Huttner).
Under “Visitor Information” the potential patron ... (“Borrowing”).


Social Media


Film

... (McWhorter).
... (Danes et. al. 00:30:1-54).


Film Clip Online

... (Michael Phelps).
The moving images of Gene Autry in Playroutine’s collage video ... (00:01:08-11).
